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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a simple solution to the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) problem
in Choo and Siow (2006b) model, overcoming what is probably the main limitation of this approach.
The solution consists of assuming match-specific rather than choice-specific random preferences. The
original marriage matching function gets modified by an adjustment factor that improves its empirical
properties.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The empirical analysis of marriage markets is challenging.
Market participants are highly heterogeneous in their attributes
and preferences. Furthermore, the equilibrium transfers within
couples, that act as market-clearing prices, are rarely observed.

Choo and Siow (2006b) seminal paper is a remarkable contri-
bution to the literature. It provides a tractable model of marriage
markets with transferable utilities. Their study proposes a new
marriage matching function with desirable properties, such as the
presence of spillover effects, and a clear interpretation derived
from microeconomic foundations.

Choo and Siow (2006b) (CS) marriage matching function is a
valuable device for applied researchers. However, it has a severe
empirical limitation. It is not invariant to the set of characteristics
used to classify individuals into types. This problem becomes
evident when the researcher uses an irrelevant trait to classify
individuals. For example, if market participants are indifferent
regarding the color of their spouses’ eyes, then there should be
no difference between the marriage gains of brown-eyed and
blue-eyed people.1 However, the CS marriage matching func-
tion arrives at a different conclusion. This problem is a direct
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1 Assuming for simplicity that the distribution of eye colors is independent

of unobservable characteristics such as personality traits.

consequence of the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
assumption in multinomial logit models.

The IIA problem can potentially be solved in the usual way,
by allowing choice-specific preference shocks to be correlated
across alternatives. However, this approach becomes complicated
if not impracticable when the choice set grows large. The solution
I propose is much simpler. Instead of imposing choice-specific
random shocks, I allow match-specific random components. The
model I present modifies the original CS approach to include
unobserved heterogeneity. As a result, the original CS marriage
matching function gets modified. However, it does so in a simple
way by incorporating a multiplicative term.

Extensions and applications of the original Choo and Siow
(2006b) paper also assume choice-specific random components
(e.g., Choo (2015), Siow (2015), Choo and Siow (2006a), and Cor-
nelson and Siow (2016)). Then, the solution proposed here also
applies to these studies. On the other hand, Dagsvik (2000)
and Menzel (2015) assume individual-specific random compo-
nents. However, they work with non-transferable utility models.

Mourifié and Siow (2017) and Mourifié (2019) propose flexible
marriage matching functions that are consistent with several
transferable and non-transferable utility models. They show that
their marriage matching functions are consistent with a CS model
with peer and scale effects. The marriage matching function that
I propose is nested in Mourifié (2019) specification. However, it
has a different interpretation. Nonetheless, the function I propose
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can be augmented to include peer effects and scale effects in the
usual way.2

2. The original model and the proposed modification

In Choo and Siow (2006b), there are I types of men and J
types of women in a transferable utility marriage market. In
equilibrium, each type i = 1, . . . , I man transfers the dollar
amount τij to his wife, who belongs to one the j = 1, . . . , J types.
The combination of all types generates I×J sub-marriage markets.
The model uses a random utility framework (McFadden, 1974)
to derive quasi-demands for marriage partners. More specifically,
the utility of a man g belonging to type i and getting married to
a type j women is the following.

Vijg = α̃ij − τij + ϵijg (1)

where α̃ij is the systematic gross return of any type i man who
marries a type j woman; τij is the equilibrium transfer; and ϵijg is
man g idiosyncratic component. Very importantly, ϵijg does not
vary within j types. That is, a type i man is indifferent between
any two type j women.

The payoff of g from remaining unmarried is:

Vi0g = α̃i0 + ϵi0g (2)

Man g will choose a type j woman if

Vijg ≥ Vij′g , for all j′ ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , J} (3)

If ϵijg is independent and identically distributed type I extreme-
value, then

ln(µd
ij) = ln(µd

i0) + α̃ij − α̃i0 − τij

= ln(µd
i0) + αij − τij (4)

where µd
ij is the number of marriages between type i men and

a type j women ‘‘demanded’’ by men; µd
i0 is the number of men

who what to remain single. The parameter αij = α̃ij − α̃i0 is the
systematic gross return of a type i man from marrying a type j
woman relative to remaining unmarried. Following an analogous
procedure from the women’s perspective gives:

ln(µs
ij) = ln(µs

i0) + γij + τij (5)

where γij is the systematic gross return of a type j woman from
marrying a type i man relative to remaining unmarried. In equi-
librium, µd

ij = µs
ij = µij, then equations (4) and (5) yields:

lnµij −
lnµi0 + lnµ0j

2
=

αij + γij

2
(6)

Defining lnΠij = (αij + γij)/2, the previous equation gives the
original CS marriage matching function.

Πij =
µij

√
µi0µ0j

(7)

Preview of the modified marriage matching function

The modified CS marriage matching function proposed in this
paper has two versions. The reasons for contemplating both of
them will be clear below.

2 Peer effects and scale effects as in Mourifié and Siow (2017), Mourifié
(2019) can be separately identified from the adjustment factor I propose under
the model assumptions. For reasons of space, I do not discuss this issue in this
paper.

• Modified CS marriage matching function with increasing
returns to scale

Π∗

ij =
µij

√
µi0µ0j

√
1

mifj
(8)

• Modified CS marriage matching function with constant re-
turns to scale

Π∗∗

ij =
µij

√
µi0µ0j

√
NfNm

mifj
(9)

The variables mi and fi are the number of type i men and
the number of type j women in the marriage market. Quantities
Nf =

∑J
j fj and Nm =

∑I
i mi are the total number of men and

women in the market regardless of their types.3

Example of irrelevant trait. Consider a marriage market with one
thousand men and one thousand women. Everyone has the same
age. The only source of observable heterogeneity is the color of
the eyes. Four hundred men and an equal number of women
have blue eyes. Everyone else has brown eyes. People differ in
other characteristics that are unobservable to the researcher but
noticeable to the men and women in the market.

Assume that the color of people’s eyes is an irrelevant trait
for marriage market participants and is independent of other
characteristics (i.e., it is not in α̃ij and is independently distributed
of ϵijg in Eq. (1)). In equilibrium, eight hundred men and eight
hundred women get married. Two hundred individuals per sex
remain unmarried.

Researcher A correctly believes that the color of the eyes is
an irrelevant trait. Then, she considers only one type of men
and one type of women (I = J = 1 in the model). Fig. 1a)
shows the matched and unmatched individuals (cell i, j contains
µij, the number of matches of type i men and type j women).
For example, the second-row first-column indicates that two
hundred men remain unmarried. The second-row second-column
indicates that eight hundred men married type 1 women.

Researcher B believes that the color of the eyes should be used
to classify individuals into different types. Fig. 1b) shows that
among the six hundred men with brown eyes, 120 remain single,
288 married women with brown eyes and 192 married women
with blue eyes. I chose these numbers such that the color of the
eyes is irrelevant (expected number of brown-eyed men getting
married to brown-eyed women by random chance is 800×0.62

=

288.
Since the eye color is an irrelevant trait in the marriage mar-

ket, then researcher A and researcher B should obtain the same
value of the marriage market function Πij, which is interpreted as
the exponential transformation of the average marriage gains in
the CS model previously described (i.e., Πij = exp((αij + γij)/2)).
Moreover, researcher B should find identical values of Πij for any
(i, j) combination.

Table 1 column (i) shows that the original CS marriage match-
ing function does not give consistent result when irrelevant traits
are used to classify types. It incorrectly indicates that the system-
atic gains from marriage are higher when an individual marries a
brown-eyed person than a blue-eyed person. However, the two
modified versions proposed in this paper (columns ii and iii)
consistently indicate that the marriage gains are equal across all
four combinations of eye colors. Moreover, they correctly show

3 The dynamic marriage market function in Choo (2015) includes a com-
ponent

√
mifj that is conceptually different that the one in (9). The matching

function in Choo (2015) should be adjusted in a similar way as here if one wants
to correct for the irrelevant trait problem.
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Fig. 1. Same marriage market, different definitions of types.

Table 1
Original CS marriage function Πij and proposed modified version Π∗

ij and Π∗∗

ij .

Πij Π∗

ij Π∗∗

ij
CS original incr. returns const. returns
(i) (ii) (iii)

Researcher A - One type
type 1-type 1 4 0.004 4

Researcher B - Two types (eye color)
brown–brown 2.4 0.004 4
brown–blue 1.96 0.004 4
blue–brown 1.96 0.004 4
blue–blue 1.6 0.004 4

identical marriage gains when researchers use one type or two
types per gender.

The modified CS function with increasing returns to scale
(column ii in Table 1) indicates that the marriage gains decrease
as the market size increases. When using an irrelevant trait to
classify individuals, this implication is problematic. Consider du-
plicating the size of the market while preserving the proportion
of blue-eyed and brown-eyed people (i.e., all numbers in Fig. 1
doubles). In this case, the marriage gains computed with Π∗

ij
drop from ln(0.004) to ln(0.002). However, the structural mar-
riage gains (αij + γij)/2 remain invariant. The marriage matching
function Π∗∗

ij is more appropriate in such cases.

3. Derivation of the modified marriage matching function

Consider the following change in the original utility function
(1).

Vijgh = α̃ij − τij  
ηgh

+ϵijgh (10)

The only difference between (1) and (10) is that the random
term ϵijgh depends on the specific match. Vijgh is the utility of man
g belonging to type i after getting married to woman h of type j.
If g gets married to another woman h′

̸= h of the same type j,
then his utility will be different.

Allowing for match-specific random components expands the
choice set of men (women), from J (I) alternatives to Nf (Nm),
where Nf (Nm) is the total number of women (men) in the market.
Then, women h will be at the top of man g ’s ranking if the
following condition holds.

Vgh ≥ Vgh′ , for all h′
∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,Nf } (11)

where h′
= 0 is the option of remaining single. Assuming that the

random term ϵijgh is independent and identically distributed type

I extreme-value implies that the probability that man g chooses
woman h is:

P(h = arg max
k=0,...,Nf

Vgh) =
exp(ηgh)∑Nf
k=0 exp(ηgk)

(12)

where ηgh is the systematic component in utility (10) (McFadden,
1974). Since ηgh is identical for all couples of the same type
combination i, j, then the probability that man g of type i marries
any women of type j is:

P(j = arg max
k=0,...,J

Vijg ) =

∑
h∈j

exp(ηgh − ηg0)

1 +
∑Nf

k=1 exp(ηgk − ηg0)

=
fjexp(αij − τij)

1 +
∑J

l=1 fkexp(αil − τil)
(13)

Eq. (13) is the multinomial logit expression with the caveat that
each choice is weighted by the number of women fj in each type
j = 1, . . . , J . Following an identical procedure as Choo and Siow,
I derive quasi-demands from (13).

ln(µd
ij) = ln(µd

i0) + αij − τij + ln(fj) (14)

ln(µs
ij) = ln(µs

i0) + γij + τij + ln(mi) (15)

In equilibrium, µd
ij = µs

ij = µij. Then, (14) and (15) yield the
marriage matching function:

Π∗∗

ij =
µij

√
µi0µ0j

1√
mifj

(16)

The function (16) has the problem that depends on the size of the
population. Then, I redefine the utility of man g in type j from
remaining unmarried as follows.

Vi0g = α̃i0g + ln(Nf ) + ϵijg (17)

I include the additional term ln(Nf ) to obtain a stable fraction of
singles as the population grows. Otherwise, the probability that a
man g find a woman ‘good enough’ to get married converges to
one as the number of women increases.4 Menzel (2015) applies a
similar regularization. The term ln(Nf ) should not be interpreted
as a peer effect (see Mourifié and Siow (2017), Mourifié (2019)).

4 Notice that the probability (13) goes to zero as the number of participants
goes to infinity. With the regularization, this probability becomes:

P(j = arg max
k=0,...,J

Vijg ) =
(fj/Nf )exp(αij − τij)

1 +
∑J

k=0(fk/Nf )exp(αik − τik)
(18)

which converges to a constant as the share of each type fk/Nf goes to fixed
value.
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Using the modified utility (17) equations (14) and (15) be-
comes.

ln(µd
ij) = ln(µd

i0) + αij − τij + ln(fj) − ln(Nf ) (19)

ln(µs
ij) = ln(µs

i0) + γij + τij + ln(mi) − ln(Nm) (20)

which gives the proposed marriage matching function (9).
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